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EIS MISSION
United. Unique. Universal.
Exupery International School is a UNITED community of learners who work collaboratively to reach high
academic standards, encouraging project-based learning in a UNIQUE educational environment. We are
a team of co-creators on a shared journey of growth through prioritization of language acquisition,
subjects of choice, and personalized exploratory inquiry aimed at creating active and UNIVERSAL citizens
of an ever-changing world. Our students, teachers, and parents learn to work collaboratively, take part
in decision-making and school governance, provide community service and innovate creatively.

EIS VISION
UNITED community
Daily breakfasts, regular whole school assemblies and continuous advisory program
Workshops and courses for parents
Professional development and sufficient collaborative planning time for the staff

UNIQUE members
Individual prioritization of languages
Subjects of choice for all age groups in the afternoon
Personalized exploratory learning through inquiry and project-based learning
Learning support program

UNIVERSAL citizens
Local and international curriculum and staff
Support for fluency in a local mother tongue and English; two additional foreign languages
International mindedness and global citizenship values of the IB Program
EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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EIS COMMUNITY LEARNER PROFILE
The Exupery International School learner profile is a description of attributes that we nurture in
each member of our community – staff, faculty, students, and parents. These attributes are at
the core of the International Baccalaureate program that is being implemented at our school. It
is a short interpretation of our educational philosophy and it describes personality traits of our
graduates in a simple way.
Inquirers

They develop their natural curiosity. They acquire the skills necessary to
conduct inquiry and research and show independence in learning. They
actively enjoy learning and this love of learning will be sustained
throughout their lives.
Knowledgeable They explore concepts, ideas and issues that have local and global
significance. In so doing, they acquire in-depth knowledge and develop
understanding across a broad and balanced range of disciplines.
Thinkers
They exercise initiative in applying thinking skills critically and creatively to
recognize and approach complex problems, and make reasoned, ethical
decisions.
Communicators They understand and express ideas and information confidently and
creatively in more than one language and in a variety of modes of
communication. They work effectively and willingly in collaboration with
others.
Principled
They act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness, justice
and respect for the dignity of the individual, groups and communities. They
take responsibility for their own actions and the consequences that
accompany them.
Open-minded
They understand and appreciate their own cultures and personal histories,
and are open to the perspectives, values and traditions of other individuals
and communities. They are accustomed to seeking and evaluating a range
of points of view, and are willing to grow from the experience.
Caring
They show empathy, compassion and respect towards the needs and
feelings of others. They have a personal commitment to service, and act to
make a positive difference to the lives of others and to the environment.
Risk-takers
They approach unfamiliar situations and uncertainty with courage and
forethought, and have the independence of spirit to explore new roles,
ideas and strategies. They are brave and articulate in defending their
beliefs.
Balanced
They understand the importance of intellectual, physical and emotional
balance to achieve personal well-being for themselves and others.
Reflective
They give thoughtful consideration to their own learning and experience.
They are able to assess and understand their strengths and limitations in
order to support their learning and personal development.
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LEADERSHIP TEAM

School Director
Veronika Skripacova, M.Sc.,
is the school director
overseeing the pedagogical
systems and processes,
strategic planning and
academic results, ensures
welfare and growth of the
school community.

Executive Principal
Dmitry Vinogradov, M.Sc.,
is the executive of school
operations overseeing the
business and management
systems and processes.

dmitrijs.vinogradovs@exupery.lv

Primary and Middle
School Principal
Julie O’Donohue is the
Principal for Primary and
Middle School overseeing
the daily educational
program and the
international accreditation.
julie.odonohue@exupery.lv

veronika.skripacova@exupery.lv

Cooperation with International School Services (ISS)

EIS cooperates closely with International School Services (ISS). Dick Moore, Ed.D., Vice President,
School Startup and Management at International Schools Services is the member of EIS Board of
EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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Trustees. Laura Benson, Director of Curriculum and Professional Development at International
Schools Services is the EIS curriculum consultant.
As a nonprofit organization, International Schools Services (ISS) works with more than 500
international schools and thousands of educators each year across its suite of services, creating
the largest global footprint in international education support. Since its inception in 1955, ISS has
launched and managed more than 110 international schools; placed approximately 50,000
educators; developed ground-breaking learning programs, such as the World Language Initiative
and Level 5 Creativity & Innovation Hubs; processed about 15,000 school supply orders annually;
and stewarded over 75 school foundations each year.
With its headquarters in Princeton, NJ, USA and locations in China and Bahrain (starting in the
2018-2019 school year), ISS currently owns or operates nearly 20 international schools around
the world and promotes innovative best practices for global education through its core services
that include founding and managing student-centered, future-oriented schools; recruiting worldclass educators; providing cutting-edge professional learning opportunities; sourcing essential
school supplies; and stewarding school foundations. ISS staff has extensive experience in all
aspects of international education, with most senior leaders having served as Heads of Schools
across a variety of continents. To learn more, please visit: www.iss.edu.

Dick Moore, Ed.D., Vice President, School
Startup and Management, ISS
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CONTACT
In order to streamline inquiries at the school we request that you please direct your queries to
the appropriate person indicated below:

Questions regarding:

Please contact:

Specific marks/grades, homework, or trips
Absences, submitting medical notes after illness
Daily information on the child’s progress and adaptation
Primary school curriculum
Middle school curriculum
School events, special occasions, performances
School policy, procedures, accreditation, program, or to
appeal on any of the above issues
School direction, philosophy, mission, or to appeal any of
the above issues

Homeroom/Specialist Teacher
Homeroom Teacher
Homeroom Teacher
PYP Coordinator
MS Curriculum Coordinator
Events Coordinator
School Principal

Language and learning support issues

Language and Learning Support
Specialist, Psychologist, Speech
Therapist
Homeroom Teacher, School
Counselor
ASA Coordinator
Admissions Specialist

Behavior issues
After-School Activities (ASA)
Admissions requirements, contracts
Tuition or other financial matters
Digital communication platform, or to appeal any of the
above two issues
Other questions - School Secretary

School Director

Finance Specialist
Executive Principal
info@exupery.lv, +371 26622333

* At the beginning of the School Year, we will share contact information of the respective
persons.

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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CALENDAR AND SCHEDULES
Academic Calendar

Some dates on this calendar may be subject to change in accordance with state laws and
regulations.
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SCHOOL DAY
Below is the school Day Plan for both Primary and Middle School. On the days when students
do not have mandatory after school language commitments (e.g. II Foreign language or
appointed English language or Academic Support Club), students may be picked up after period
7 at 14:45 (for Primary students) and period 8 at 15:30 (for Middle School students).

Day Plan

Student happiness and success are two main priorities at EIS. We recognize the importance of a
successful start to the school year, so this year we will delay the start of our after-school
activities (ASAs) for one week. This will allow the students time to adjust to their new
environment, classmates, classrooms, and teachers in a less stressful atmosphere. The delayed
start will also provide time for teachers to perform diagnostic analysis on each students’
learning style, allowing for more timely differentiated approaches. We will be communicating
with families and students during the first week of school to arrange club choices and
registration. We will also organize parent information sessions in the first week of school.
*This one-week delay will also impact bus service. Bus service will be available beginning the
second week of school.
EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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Release Times
The first week of school is adaptation time. There are no after-school activities during adaptation.
Week 1 (September 4 – September 7 2018) release times:
Primary School (Grades 1-5) – 15:00
Middle School (Grades 6-8) – 15:45
Please note that there is no School Bus Service during the first week of school.

Week 2 (starting on September 10) and for the remainder of the year, release times:
Primary School (Grades 1-5) – 17:25
Middle School (Grades 6-8) – 17:25

If your child does not attend an after-school activity on the respective day, the student should be picked
up by parents at the Early Release Time.
Early Release Times:
Primary School (Grades 1-5) – 14:45
Middle School (Grades 6-8) – 15:45

CURRICULUM
EIS is currently implementing the Latvian state curriculum program through a more childcentered, constructivist approach via the International Baccalaureate Primary Years Program (IB
PYP). The EIS curriculum complies with requirements for international schools and allows for
differentiation and student choice to serve at the best quality to the individual needs of every
child and provide a strong academic foundation for the child’s further education and career.
The academic language of the program is English and we provide strong mother tongue
support.
We are in the process of finalizing our authorization in the Primary School Division this year,
and are developing our own program for the Middle School Division. IB World Schools share a
common philosophy—a commitment to improve the teaching and learning of a diverse and
inclusive community of students by delivering challenging, high quality programs of
international education that we believe are important for our students.

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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Find more information about IB programs here http://www.ibo.org/ and about the Latvian
curriculum standard and programs on the Latvian State Curriculum Centre website:
www.visc.gov.lv and more information and.

Primary School
EIS will soon be authorized to offer the IB Primary Years Program in the Primary School (Grades
1-5) and we refer to both the IB Scope and Sequence documents and Latvian national standards
and benchmarks in order to support curricular alignment throughout the school. We are planning
and implementing our curriculum in the primary school according to the framework of the IB
Primary Years Program (PYP). The IB program focuses on the development of the whole child as
an inquirer, both in the classroom and in the world outside. It is defined by six transdisciplinary
themes of global significance, which are explored using knowledge and skills derived from six
subject areas, and places a powerful emphasis on inquiry-based learning. See a visual
representation of the components of the PYP curriculum framework below and find more details
here: http://www.ibo.org/programmes/primary-years-programme/.

Middle School
In the middle school, EIS follows the Understanding by Design planning principles for curriculum.
Teaching, learning and assessment is aligned to the Latvian National Standards, as well as the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). Students acquire a diverse
curriculum supported by the school's unique language acquisition methodology and projectbased learning activities.
Key competences the school aims to nurture in students are:



Communication in the mother tongue
Communication in foreign languages

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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Mathematical competence and basic competences and technology
Digital competence
Learning to learn
Social and civic competences
Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship
Cultural awareness and expression
Openness to a variety languages and cultures in learners and developing their autonomy
to point where they can manage their own plurilingual and intercultural repertoire
independently, economically, responsibly and confidently throughout their lives (based
on European Parliament and the Council regulations, 2006).

Language Acquisition Theory
The school believes in a language acquisition process based on Nativism, the idea that
language, and the ability to acquire it, is innate - i.e. that it exists from birth (Noam Chomsky).
However, elements of Empiricism (the idea that language is shaped by the environment and is
thus learned) are implemented through a variety of methodologies if and when applicable.

Content and Language Integrated Learning - CLIL
CLIL (Content and Language Integrated learning) is a dual focused approach in which an
additional language is used for the learning and teaching of both content and language. Content
and Language Integrated Learning refers to situations where subjects, or parts of subjects, are
taught through a foreign language with dual-focused aims, namely the learning of content and
the simultaneous learning of a foreign language (Marsh 1994, in Darn 2006).

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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ASSESSMENT
Assessment at EIS takes place in accordance with both EIS and IB mission statements. We believe
that assessment is the gathering and analysis of information about student performance. It
identifies what students know, understand, can do, and feel at different stages in the learning
process. Assessment is integral to all learning and is a collaborative process. Everyone involved
in the learning process of students (the students, teachers, families, and administrators) must
have clear understanding of the reasons for assessment, what is being assessed, the criteria for
success and the method by which the assessment is made. More details on student assessment
and grading procedures can be found in the EIS Assessment Policy. Homeroom and specialist
teachers inform students and parents about the EIS Assessment Policy at the beginning of each
school year.

Homework
According to recent research by John Hattie (2009), homework has minimal effect on student
achievement. A closer look at the data shows that this is especially true in the Elementary school
where the effect size on student achievement is close to zero. The authors of the research
conclude that it is not necessarily the amount of homework that is important, but the quality and
purpose of it that will matter most. Therefore, we are determined to define the amount and the
type of homework we support at EIS, as well as outline the support mechanisms that will assist
teachers, students and parents in the implementation of this policy.
In School Year 2018-2019, we have booked time in the students’ daily schedule for the individual
work, homework completion and teacher consultations: for Primary School students (Grades 15) - 14:50-15:30, for Middle School students (Grades 6-8) – 15:45-16:25. If a student is picked up
at the early release time or chooses not to do homework at school, it must be completed at
home.
Amount of Homework
Considering that EIS operates on the basis of extended schedule and the end of the school day
is 5:30 PM, we have to pay special attention to the amount of homework we assign. To
accomplish that we need to prioritize certain subjects that, to our understanding, serve as a
basis for academic excellence across disciplines.
Elementary School
Grades 1-5




Middle School
Grades 6-8





Math
English
Mother Tongue

10 min per subject per day, not exceeding a
total of 30 min
EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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We prioritize these subjects because:
1. We believe mathematical thinking requires consistent repetition for maximum gain and serves
as a great brain exercise at all developmental stages.
2. English is the most overwhelming challenge for our students and they need explicit vocabulary,
grammar, and reading exercise for consistent progress.
3. Unlike foreign languages, mother tongue can be extensively supported and finds its full
meaning at home.
4. (In Grades 6-8 only) First Foreign Language – students are better able to use metacognitive
strategies necessary for the acquisition of foreign languages. Students who learn Latvian as their
1st Foreign Language will need to take the state exams at the end of Grade 6 and Grade 9. Practice
in addition to the lesson time is therefore strongly encouraged.
All other homework can be treated as not mandatory or optional and special attention should
be paid to the amount of homework that the students are getting from other classes.
Here are the research-based types of homework that we support:
1. Reinforcing – meant to reinforce the learnt skill/knowledge. Repetition of skills that the
student has already acquired in class, e.g. math problems, vocabulary work, grammar
exercises, etc.
2. Flipped – meant to ignite curiosity and do research for the next class, e.g. students
researching a topic/question online that links to the topic of the next class.
3. Home task – a real life task that can be done only outside of class at home (e.g. a mini
interview with a parent, planting a plant and watering it, etc.)
4. Reading – individual regular reading task.
EIS offers its students custom-made Planners. Students are responsible to bring these Planners
to every class, and to and from home. The Planner accommodates homework assignments and
also may serve as a reading journal. The home assignments are also recorded in the School
Information System, and homework section no later than 17:30 on the day when assigned.

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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PROGRESS REPORTS
Reporting at EIS reflects the mission of the school and the IB. It is a multi-faceted process
involving written reports, portfolios, conferences, Learning Expos, and home-school
communications. These provide varied opportunities for students and teachers to report on the
five essential elements (knowledge, concepts, skills, attitudes, and action).

Current Timeline for Reporting







End of October: Parent-Teacher Conference, and Written Progress Report including
grade and comment
End of December: Semester I Report Card, and Extensive Written Report
March: Student Led Conferences in PYP, and Showcasing of Portfolio Work in MS
March: State Exam Gr3/Gr6 data sent home
End of May: Semester II Report Card with Grades
Flexibly scheduled – Learning Expo (may appear in either semester)

Grading System
In compliance with the local state
regulations grading is done on a 10
point scale or 'i' - success, 'ni' - fail
(for smaller tests).
In grade 1 and some courses in grade
2 and 3 a pass/fail system is used.
This grading system is allocated in
accordance to State Law.
'x' - acquired
'/' - partially acquired
'-' - not acquired

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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The state required grades and the scale descriptors are explained in the tables below.
Achievement
Very high

Grade

Explanation

ECTS scale

10
9

with distinction
excellent
very good
good
almost good
satisfactory
almost satisfactory
unsatisfactory

A
A

High

8
7

Middle

6
5

Low

3-1

4

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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SCHOOL INTERACTIONS
Open House
Early in the year all teachers will host an Open House for families. The purpose of the Open House
is to establish a relationship with families, and to provide them with an overview of the grade
level Program of Inquiry and general routines of the classroom. Each year prior to the Open
House, the teachers will review essential information that needs to be covered in presentations
for the families and will continue to communicate with families through electronic applications,
letters and home messages. For homeroom teachers, presentations will typically include
information about units of inquiry, math, language development, as well as routines for
communicating with families, and homework expectations. Specialist teachers will follow a
similar format by discussing their programs, how they integrate with classroom teachers, and
routines for communicating with families. Additionally, teachers will explain how various
reporting opportunities (e.g. Learning Expos, portfolio sharing sessions, and goal setting
conferences) will be part of their program. The Open House includes a brief introduction of the
faculty, the PYP program and general school information.

Parent Teacher Conferences (PTC)
PTCs are designed to discuss student’s adjustments to the new classroom, and to set goals
(academic, social, and behavioral) for the year. A Pre-Conference Progress Report is sent out prior
to the PTC which outlines students’ achievements to date and goals for future learning. Students
are encouraged to be present. Additionally, teachers and families will answer and ask questions
in order to gain a better understanding of the child and their learning needs. When preparing for
conferences, students and teachers synthesize information from various assessment strategies
and tools. Information gathered from these conferences can be used by teachers to guide
classroom instruction, by students to plan for action, and by families to lend support. Most
importantly, the first PTC is an opportunity to establish a commitment to the partnership
between families, students, and teacher that supports growth. A second conference will be held
in the second half of the year and is student-led. It is designed to revisit the goals and progress
made and evidence of student development is shared. Goals are then revised and/or new goals
are set for the remainder of the year, where applicable. Families and teachers may request
additional conferences at any time during the year.

Learning Expo
The aim of a learning expo is to celebrate the culmination and learning of a unit of inquiry. This
is an opportunity for families and the broader community to learn about the inquiry process and
see specific examples of how their child’s knowledge, concepts, skills, and attitudes are
EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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developing. It may also demonstrate students’ action related to their learning. Elements of a
learning expo may include:






a demonstration or visual representation of the development of the unit,
a performance,
project presentations,
learning station activities,
portfolio sharing.

Teachers promote learning expos as a vital part of the child’s school experience, as they serve as
mini exhibitions in preparation for the grade five exhibition.

The Grade Five Exhibition
In the final year of the PYP, students participate in a culminating project: the PYP exhibition. This
requires that each student demonstrates engagement with the five essential elements of the
program: Knowledge, Concepts, Skills, Attitudes, and Action. It is a transdisciplinary inquiry
conducted in the spirit of personal and shared responsibility, as well as a summative assessment
activity that is a celebration as students move from the PYP into the middle years of schooling.
The exhibition represents a significant event in the life of a PYP school and student, synthesizing
the essential elements of the PYP, and sharing them with the whole school community. It is an
opportunity for students to exhibit the attributes of the learner profile that have been developing
throughout their engagement with the PYP. Students are required to engage in a collaborative,
inquiry process that involves them in identifying, investigating and offering solutions to real-life
issues or problems.
The PYP exhibition has a number of key purposes including the following:









for students to engage in an in-depth, collaborative inquiry,
to provide students with an opportunity to demonstrate independence and responsibility
for their own learning,
to provide students with an opportunity to explore multiple perspectives,
for students to synthesize and apply their learning of previous years, and to reflect on
their journey through the PYP,
to provide an authentic process for assessing student understanding,
to demonstrate how students can take action as a result of their learning,
to unite the students, teachers, families and other members of the school community in
a collaborative experience that incorporates the essential elements of the PYP, and
to celebrate the transition of learners from primary to middle/secondary education.

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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Parent-Teacher Association
EIS believes that educating a child is a community endeavor and all participants in this task play
a valuable role. A Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) is a collaborative initiative involving
members of the school staff and the parent community working together to strive for
continuous improvement. This year we will be developing our PTA as a means of coordinating
aspects of the community around helping our students succeed. During the first month of
school we will be communicating with our wider parent community to organize nominations or
volunteers to take up this extra responsibility.
Beginning in October, one volunteer parent from each grade level will become a member of our
PTA and participate in meetings at the school 4 times per year. We will organize our discussions
around the school mission with the ultimate aim of improving student learning and welfare.

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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LEARNING SUPPORT
Areas of Support
The learning Support program at EIS focuses on providing support in the three fundamental
areas: Behavioral, Academic and Personal. Several approaches will be used to provide the
support.

Individual Intervention Plans
If a teacher experiences difficulty working with a child who displays continuous disrupting
behavior, experiences severe learning difficulties or struggles with a personal issue, Learning
Support Specialist will be contacted. According to the teacher’s experience with this student, and
based on the diagnostic testing, an individual intervention plan will be created for the student.
More information on referral procedure and interventions are in the EIS Learning Support
Program.

FACILITY USE
Supervision
EIS is a closed, supervised campus. Students must be supervised by a staff member during classes
and breaks. Transitioning from class to class is guided by the classroom teacher in Grades 1-3,
and Grade 4-8 students travel from class to class on their own. Breakfast, lunch and afternoon
snack in Grades 1-5 is accompanied by the teacher.

Visitors
Due to high security demands of the school community, all visitors to campus are admitted only
by appointment and must be approved by the school administration. Upon entering the school,
they must secure a visitor's pass and return it upon leaving.

STUDENT ATTENDANCE
EIS has the expectation that every student will demonstrate timely and consistent attendance.
Students gain the most benefit from their classes when they attend those classes regularly and
continuously. Regular or extensive absences from school have a negative impact on student
learning.
In addition, keeping a precise attendance record is essential for ensuring safety on campus and
effective operation in cases of emergency.
EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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It is requested that parents inform the school of any planned/medical absences. This could be
done in the form of a written letter/message to the homeroom teacher via School Information
System. The absence is considered successfully reported once a response is received.
If you cannot reach the homeroom teacher, please inform the school via email or phone call to
the school office: Info@exupery.lv, +371 26622333.

Excused/Unexcused Absences
Absences caused by illness and confirmed by a doctor's note or absences due to participation in
athletic or academic competitions are considered excused. In case of prolonged excused
absences the school will cooperate with parents to devise an individual make-up plan. All other
absences during school working days (including family trips) are considered unexcused, and the
school is not obliged to accommodate for make-up work.
The students must bring the parents/ doctor’s note on the day of returning to school. Parents/
doctors’ notes must be timely submitted to the homeroom teacher. The reason of the absence
will be marked in the School Information System.

Late Arrivals & Leaving Campus
All students arriving to school late must report to the receptionist in the main office before going
to the classroom so that attendance records are accurate. If students need to leave campus
during the day, they must either have verifiable written permission from a parent or guardian or
referral from the school nurse. They must obtain a “Permission to Leave Campus” form from the
main office which must be surrendered to security at the main gate. The electronic record system
will be changed from present to absent by the school receptionist.

Disciplinary Action
In cases of regular and/or prolonged unexcused absences and/or regular tardiness (late to class),
a meeting involving parents, the principal and teacher(s) involved will be scheduled to initiate an
Attendance Improvement Plan for that student. Not complying with the initiated plan and/or
having 20 unexcused absences in one academic year may result in an order to repeat the
respective grade level.

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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MANAGING STUDENT BEHAVIOUR
Three School Wide Expectations




Show respect to self, others, and property.
Be responsible and prepared.
Be safe.

Behavior Management Philosophy
The stages of disciplinary action should be implemented for problem behaviors in the sequence
of their occurrence. The underlying principle of this approach is caring, respectful, and
straightforward discipline aimed at helping students to learn self-control and eliminate the
causes of the problem behaviors. The reason for each disciplinary measure must be a problem
behavior mentioned in the school Behavior Concern list. No sarcasm, humiliating comments, or
mockery is allowed while applying these measures. The list of problem behaviors and
consequences must be shared with students at the start of the year. The detailed levelled
behavior concern list, the general school- wide expectations, the visual materials, and the
accompanying behavior forms can be found in the EIS Behavior Management Plan.

AFTER-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES (ASA)
EIS has an extensive offer of after-school activities every semester in the time after walk and
snack 16:30-17:25. This year we will begin clubs in the second week of school in order to allow
time for students to adjust to the new routines and environment. The club program
descriptions and a ASA sign-up form will be sent home to parents during the first week of
school to make club selections.
As with previous years, we will allow students one month to change their mind about the club
they join, and beginning in October all club choices will be final.
The ASA choice is valid for a semester. After Semester 1, the student can re-enroll in the same ASA or
choose a different option. If your child chooses to learn a foreign language as an ASA, the choice is made
for the whole school year.

EIS Family Handbook. Revised 9 August 2018
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STUDENT DRESS CODE
There is no required school uniform except during physical education (PE) classes. For PE classes,
students must wear the required PE uniform provided by EIS, and appropriate footwear. In
general students are asked to be sensitive to the culture and traditions of Latvia, as well as the
cultures of the other countries represented within the EIS community.



Wearing indoor shoes is mandatory at school. Footwear should be neat, comfortable,
safe, non‐slip shoes or sandals. Slippers and walking barefoot are forbidden.
Parents should provide the PE footwear for their child (for sport activities).

The following is a list of guidelines to help define appropriate clothing:











Blouses, tops, or shirts which cover the entire midriff and shoulders are appropriate.
Spaghetti strap shirts are not allowed and tops must be opaque, not inappropriately
revealing.
Torn or ripped clothing is not acceptable at school.
Shorts, skirts, and dresses should not be shorter than mid-thigh and should not be form
fitting.
Low riding pants/shorts are not acceptable at school and undergarments should not be
visible.
Clothing cannot advertise drugs, drug paraphernalia, alcohol or tobacco.
Clothing cannot promote violence, racism, profanity, sex, or intolerance.
Jewelry that encourages racism, sexual activity, intolerance or deemed distracting to the
academic environment by the administration is forbidden.
Hats, sunglasses or hoods may not be worn in the classroom but EIS strongly encourages
students to wear a hat when doing outdoor activities.
It is strongly forbidden to take off jackets/ hats/ scarves or other clothing items during
the walk or outdoor activities times without the teacher’s permissions.

Ultimately, the final decision on the appropriateness of dress will rest with the administration.
We reserve the right to require students to change into appropriate attire. If the student refuses
to comply with this directive they may be placed in detention or asked to leave the campus. In
these cases, the school inform the student’s parents.
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THE USE OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
Personal Electronic Devices
Use of personal electronic devices is prohibited for students during school hours, except for
instances when the teacher is explicitly asking students to use the PED for class work. In case
of phone use at school by students, staff members are allowed to take them from students and
return them at the end of the school day. If violation of this agreement is repeated, the phone
will be returned to the student’s parents.

School Information System
EIS uses the School Information System, which has an electronic web based application for PC
and personal electronic devices that serves as our main platform for communication between
parents and the school. All parents will have access to the School Information System upon
starting the educational process and receiving the invitation from the school. Parents will be able
to see the themes of all lessons and receive their child’s report cards. Parents will receive all
information about their child’s progress in the School Information System or via email. Parents
will also be able to inform the homeroom teacher about absences, early pick up or any other
matters.

Approved
9 August 2018
Exupery International School Director
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